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SmartFlow for Sight 
  

SmartFlow for Sight™ 
  

SmartFlow is ordering technology that provides an efficient and accurate product ordering experience 

within RevolutionEHR. Being available only within RevolutionEHR, SmartFlow gives you the option to 

order contact lenses, eyeglass lenses, and frames directly from suppliers.  

With SmartFlow, order details are simply entered once into RevolutionEHR and then SmartFlow takes 

over - instantly submitting the order directly to the product supplier. As the order moves its way through 

the supply chain, real-time order status and tracking will be updated automatically within RevolutionEHR.  

Getting Started   

Managing Orders   

SmartFlow FAQ's   

Vendor FAQ's   
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Getting Started 
  

1. View and accept the Rev360 GPO Membership Agreement: SmartFlow ordering requires that 

you elect to participate, at no cost, by becoming a member of the Rev360 Group Purchasing 

Organization (GPO). Your acceptance of the Rev360 GPO agreement does NOT replace existing 

business partnerships you may have with other GPOs or participating product companies. Your 

participation is completely optional.  

To view and accept the Rev360 GPO Membership Agreement, complete the following steps. (If 

you have already accepted the membership agreement, proceed to #2.) 

a. Access Admin > Rev360 > SmartFlow for Sight > Rev360 GPO Membership Agreement. 

Example   

 

b. Review the terms and conditions of the Rev360 GPO Membership Agreement by clicking 

the link beside the Accept button.    

c. Click 'Accept.' The Accept button will only be enabled if the employee logged in is listed 

as a Billing, Administrative, or Technical contact. To update the setup of these three 

contacts, access Admin > General > Contacts.  

d. If appropriate, you can enter information into Exhibit A, Other Covered Entities and click 

'Save Changes.' Example   
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e. The option to terminate the agreement is available after the agreement has been 

accepted. The Terminate button is enabled if the employee logged in is listed as a Billing, 

Administrative, or Technical contact. By terminating the GPO agreement, you will no 

longer be able to submit orders through SmartFlow. Example    

 

f. Log out of RevolutionEHR and log in to see the features associated with the acceptance 

of the Rev360 GPO Membership Agreement.  

3. Opt-in to product partners: To place orders directly with our product partners, you need to opt-

in to those product partners on our product partner administration screen. Only those product 

partners with whom you have opted in will be available for selection on RevolutionEHR orders. 

Access Admin > Rev360 > SmartFlow for Sight > Rev360 Product Partners. Note: The product 

partners you have opted into will display with a green checkmark. Example   

 

a. Open a product partner.  

• Each Rev360 product partner will include: 

o Information about the partner. 

o The option to enable the partner through SmartFlow. 

o Rev360 Product Pricing. 

o Shipping Policies and Rates. 

o Example   
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b. Click the radio button beside 'YES, I would like to order from {product partner name} 

through SmartFlow.' Note: If you do not have an account with the product partner, 

contact the product partner to have one created.  

4. Associate Manufacturers: Access Admin > Vendors/Partners > Manufacturer: To assist with 

quick and easy sorting of SmartFlow and non-SmartFlow manufacturers, a SmartFlow icon 

displays in the grid and a filter dropdown menu is available at the bottom of the screen. This icon 

indicates if the manufacturer is associated with SmartFlow. By default, any manufacturers 

associated to the product partners you have opted into (listed in Admin > Rev360 > Rev360 

Product Partners) are indicated with the SmartFlow icon. Example 

 

•  If you do not see a SmartFlow icon associated with a manufacturer, it can be manually 

associated with SmartFlow by following the steps below: 

a. Open the manufacturer. 

b. Click 'Edit.' 

c. Click on the SmartFlow lookup icon. 

d. Select the appropriate manufacturer from the grid and click 'Select.' Note: Click 

the 'X' beside the lookup icon to remove association to SmartFlow. 

e. Click 'Update.'  

4. Associate your vendors/suppliers with Rev360 product partners:  

a. Access Admin > Vendors/Partners.  
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b. Open the correct lab or supplier section (Spectacle Labs, Contact Lens Suppliers, or 

Frame Suppliers). 

c. Confirm the lab or supplier is listed. If not, it will need to be added.  

d. Open the lab or supplier. 

e. Click 'Edit.' 

f. Enable SmartFlow by clicking the icon beside the "Ext. ID" name. Example   

 

g. Highlight the correct SmartFlow supplier from the list and click 'Select.' If needed, this list 

can also be filtered by category. Example  

 

h. Click 'Update.' 

5. Enable the SmartFlow processor: Enabling the SmartFlow processor allows you to select 

SmartFlow as an order processor so that orders can be transmitted directly to our product 

partners.  

a. Access Admin > General > Locations > open a location > click 'Edit' > access Order 

Processing slider.  

b. In the Processor grid, highlight SmartFlow. 

c. In the SmartFlow configuration area, check the box beside Enabled.  
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d. Click 'Update.' Example   

 

e. Repeat these steps for all locations that will use this feature. 

6. Associate Products: Follow the instructions for Setup-Contact Lenses and/or Setup-Lenses and 

Treatments. 

7. Log out and log in to see the changes associated to SmartFlow.  
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Setup - Contact Lenses 
  

Contact Lenses need to be associated to SmartFlow within the Inventory module. 

Instructions 

1. Access Inventory > Products & Services > Products > open a product category. To assist with 

quick and easy sorting of SmartFlow and non-SmartFlow products, a SmartFlow icon displays in 

the grid and a filter dropdown menu is available at the bottom of the screen. This icon indicates if 

the product is associated with SmartFlow. Example   

 

2. All imported products are automatically associated to SmartFlow.  

3. If a product is not associated with SmartFlow (there is no SmartFlow icon), and the manufacturer 

is associated with (sold by, part of) any product partner you have opted into, you must manually 

associate that product with SmartFlow following the steps below: 

a. Open the product. 

b. Click 'Edit.' 

c. Click the search icon next to the SmartFlow ID. This icon will only appear if the 

manufacturer indicated is associated to SmartFlow. Note: Discontinued products cannot 

be associated to SmartFlow. 

d. Select the appropriate product from the grid and click 'Continue.' Note: Click the 'X' 

beside the lookup icon to remove mapping to SmartFlow. 

e. Click 'Update.'  
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Setup - Lenses and Treatments 
  

Products need to be associated to SmartFlow within the Inventory module. This can be accomplished by 

updating your existing products or by importing the products that are used within your practice. If you 

have added products manually in the past, you can import the identical product and deactivate the 

manually added product. If you deactivate a manually added product and import the identical product, 

when running reports, there will be line-items from your original product and line-items from your newly 

imported product listed separately within the report.  

• Imported products: 

o Are automatically associated to SmartFlow. 

o Automatically include Lens Type for Eyeglass lenses and Sub Category for Treatments. 

These fields are based on the SmartFlow ID and are not editable. 

o Automatically include product details such as HCPCS Code and Model. 

Eyeglass Lenses 

Import 

1. Access Inventory > Products & Services. 

2. Highlight the Eyeglass Lenses category.  

3. Click 'Import Product.' 

4. Filter by Hoya as the Manufacturer, click 'Search.' Example   
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• Optional: Filter the product list. This can be accomplished by using the Model or by Lens 

Type filter options. Example  
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5. Drag and drop the lenses used by your practice from the right grid to the left grid. Additional 

options to move the products: Double-click the item, Shift+Ctrl when using a PC. Note: 

Progressive lenses are considered base lenses for Hoya orders.  

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for all lenses used by your practice. 

7. Click 'Close.' 

8. Open each eyeglass lens product, update the pricing and any other information pertinent to your 

location.  

9. If you have imported eyeglass lenses, deactivate any matching products that have previously 

been added to your catalog. 

Update Existing Eyeglass Lenses 

1. Access Inventory > Products & Services. 

2. Highlight the Eyeglass Lenses category.  

3. Search for and open an eyeglass lens. 

4. Click 'Edit.' 
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5. Click the search icon beside SmartFlow ID. Note: Only manufacturers that are associated to 

SmartFlow include a SmartFlow ID.  

6. In the Select SmartFlow Product modal, filter products by Lens Type and highlight the product 

and click 'Continue,' or, double-click on the product. (This action updates the SmartFlow ID field.) 

7. Click 'Update.'  

Eyeglass Lens Treatments 

Import 

1. Access Inventory > Products & Services. 

2. Highlight the Eyeglass Lens Treatments category.  

3. Click 'Import Product.' 

4. Filter by Hoya as the Manufacturer, click 'Search.' Example   

 

• Optional: Filter the product list. This can be accomplished by using the Model or 

Treatment Type filter options. Example 
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5. Drag and drop the lens treatments used by your practice from the right grid to the left grid. 

Additional options to move the products: Double-click the item, Shift+Ctrl when using a PC.  

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for all lens treatments used by your practice.  

7. Click 'Close.' 

8. Open each lens treatment, update the pricing and any other information pertinent to your location.  

9. If you have imported lens treatments, deactivate any matching products that have previously 

been added to your catalog. 

Update Existing Eyeglass Lens Treatments 

1. Access Inventory > Products & Services. 

2. Highlight the Eyeglass Lens Treatments category.  

3. Search for and open a lens treatment. 

4. Click 'Edit.' 

5. Click the search icon beside SmartFlow ID. Note: Only manufacturers that are associated to 

SmartFlow include a SmartFlow ID.  

6. In the Select SmartFlow Product modal, filter the product list by Treatment Type. Example 
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7. Select the treatment and click 'Continue,' or, double-click the treatment. (This action updates the 

SmartFlow ID field.) 

8. Click 'Update.'  
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Managing Orders 
  

Once you have completed the steps in Getting Started for both SmartFlow and the specific Rev360 

product partner(s), you are now ready to start transmitting orders. 

1. Create an order. 

2. Within the Order Details slider, in the Processor dropdown, select SmartFlow. 

a. To change the SmartFlow processor back to Manual: 

• PC: Click the processor dropdown and click the delete key on your keyboard. 

• Mac: Click FN+Delete keys on your keyboard. 

3. In the Name dropdown, select the appropriate supplier or lab. When SmartFlow is selected as the 

Processor, the system will display the product partners that are valid for the specific order type. 

For example, contact lens suppliers won't display when creating an eyeglass order. 

4. Enter all the necessary details for the order. 

5. Update and Approve the order. Note: SmartFlow orders are validated upon Approve, for this 

reason the fields for Processor and Name within the Order Details slider can only be edited for 

New orders. Once the order has been Approved, these fields can no longer be edited. Example

 

    

6. If the order is ready to be submitted to the lab or supplier, click 'Transmit.' Pressing the Transmit 

button on SmartFlow orders will automatically transmit it to the lab or supplier indicated and 

update the SmartFlow Order # within the Lab or Supplier/Distributor section of the order. 

Example     
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7. Once the order has been transmitted, SmartFlow continuously checks for order status updates 

from the product partner. If there is a status change, SmartFlow automatically updates the order 

status in RevolutionEHR. 

6.  

• Vendor Received: Indicates the order was received by the vendor. A Vendor Order # is 

assigned and automatically updated within the Supplier/Distributor section. 

• Vendor Approved: Indicates the order was approved by the supplier. 

• Vendor Rejected: Indicates the order was rejected by the product partner. To help 

manage orders that have been rejected, a task will be sent to the employee that 

approved the order and the employee that transmitted the order. Any questions related to 

why the order was rejected should be directed to RevolutionEHR Customer 

Supportcustomersupport@revolutionehr.com 

877.738.3471 ext. 2. 

• Vendor Shipped: Indicates the supplier has fulfilled the complete order. Note: If the 

supplier ships only a partial order, the order status in RevolutionEHR will not be updated 

to Shipped. It is updated to Shipped only when the entire order has been shipped. 

Note: If the order is open when these statuses are updated, close the order and reopen to see the latest 

changes. All the status changes will be reflected in both the Order Status History slider and Notes slider. 

  

  

  

  

mailto:customersupport@revolutionehr.com
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SmartFlow Frequently Asked Questions 
  

Q: What is SmartFlow? 

A: SmartFlow is technology that provides an efficient and accurate product ordering experience within 

RevolutionEHR. SmartFlow is simple ordering technology, only available within RevolutionEHR, that give 

you the option to order contact lenses, eyeglass lenses, and frames directly from suppliers. 

  

Q: What is the fee to enable SmartFlow? 

A: There is no fee to enable SmartFlow. 

  

Q: How do I enable SmartFlow for my practice? 

A: To enable SmartFlow for your practice, you will need to elect to participate, at no cost, by becoming a 

member of the Rev360 Group Purchasing Organization (GPO). Your acceptance of this agreement and 

use of SmartFlow will require no fee. Access Admin > Rev360 > SmartFlow for Sight > Rev360 GPO 

Membership Agreement, and click 'ACCEPT.' 

  

Q: What is a GPO? 

A: A GPO is a Group Purchasing Organization. A GPO legally represents a specific group of members 

(RevolutionEHR users who choose to participate) and defines terms for product companies to offer 

pricing and rebates for purchases to those members. 

  

Q: What exactly is the Rev360 GPO? 

A: The Rev360 GPO legally represents the group of RevolutionEHR users who have elected to become 

members. The Rev360 GPO offers a service agreement between you (the member), Rev360, and 

product companies (SmartFlow Product Partners) that choose to make their products available to you via 

SmartFlow for ordering from within RevolutionEHR. 

  

Q: Is Rev360 a GPO? Is Rev360 a Doctor Alliance Group? Is Rev360 a Buying Group? 
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A: No. Rev360 is a business services company that delivers RevolutionEHR and provides 

RevolutionEHR-enabled ECP business services to RevolutionEHR users. Rev360 provides an optional 

service for RevolutionEHR users to become a member of a GPO (the Rev360 GPO) to receive specific 

pricing and rebates when ordering products directly from participating SmartFlow Product Partners.  

  

Q: Why do I need to agree to be a member of the Rev360 GPO to order products via 
SmartFlow? 

A: Your membership in the Rev360 GPO is required for participating SmartFlow Product Partners to 

provide you specific product pricing and rebates for orders you place with them via SmartFlow. 

  

Q: What product companies can I order products from through SmartFlow? 

A: You can order from any product company that is listed as a SmartFlow Product Partner. Rev360 is 

actively working on agreements with many product companies. 

  

Q: How is Rev360 GPO product pricing determined? Does Rev360 provide negotiated 
discount pricing? Does Rev360 have preferred or exclusive product partners that offer better 
deals than others? 

A: SmartFlow Product Partners decide what price and/or rebates to offer RevolutionEHR users. Rev360 

does not negotiate pricing. Rev360 does not offer exclusivity or preferred status amongst participating 

SmartFlow Product Partners. Rev360 GPO pricing is ultimately between you and the Product Partners 

you order from via SmartFlow. 
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Vendor Frequently Asked Questions 
  

Q: Who determines the pricing for vendors? 

A: Vendors determine the pricing they offer RevolutionEHR users who choose to order their products via 

SmartFlow. 

  

Q: How do I find the product partner shipping costs? 

A: The link to the product partner shipping policies and rules is in Admin under each product partner. 

Access Admin > Rev360 > SmartFlow for Sight > Rev360 Product Partners > open a product partner. 

Under Shipping Policies and Rates, click the link for the vendor's Shipping Policies and Rates. 

  

Q: What if I am not a current customer of the vendors and I want to use SmartFlow? 

A: Contact the vendor to establish an account number and to obtain your External Ship-to location 

number. Then follow the steps in Getting Started.  

  

Q: What if I receive an error message when transmitting an order? Example 

 

A: Validation will occur for data that has been entered into the fields for BC, Sph, Cyl, Axis, Diam, Add, 

and Add Des. This validation process will ensure the Rx is available for the product associated to the 

Contact Lens Rx. Rx validation is checked on the right eye and then the left eye. If an invalid parameter is 

found, an error displays and indicates which eye has the error. If the message indicates the right eye has 

an error, we recommend you verify the data for the left eye as you make changes to the right eye. 

  

Q: What if I receive the following error messages after transmitting an order? 
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• Error Message  You will receive this message in your task module if you have an invalid product 

partner account number.  

 

• Error Message  External Ship-to number is missing. 

 

• Error Message  The product you are ordering is not available from that product partner. 

 

  

Q: Can I order a contact lens trial via SmartFlow if it is not authorized? 

A: Yes. Trial Rx's do not require authorization, thus, there is no validation process. However, if the trial Rx 

has invalid parameters, an error generates when the order is approved. 

  

Q: Can I change the quantity packaging if the prescription was authorized for a different 
quantity? 

A: Although you can change the packaging directly on the order, it is important to remember that the 

contacts lens model associated to the Rx is actually what drives the billable items. If you change the 

packaging, remember the billable items listed in the unassigned items list will not be accurate. You have 

two options: 

• The doctor can continue to create multiple Rx's. 

• You can change the packaging on the order with the understanding that the billable items will not 

be updated. The unassigned item(s) would need to be marked as non-billable (with a reason that 

makes sense to your office (e.g. new packaging selected), and the correct items would need to 

be manually added to an invoice. This can be done in the billing slider of the order. Access Billing 

slider > highlight the correct payer > click 'Create Invoice' > click '+' to add the appropriate items. 

  

  

 


